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Movie: Zinda Dil Genre: Hindi Year: 1975 Director: Ashwini Chaudhary Action, Drama, Romance, Adventure Starcast: Rishi Kapoor, Neetu Singh, Zaheera
Synopsis: Gopi, a young man falls in love with Simran, whose parents don't want her to marry him. After Simran refuses, Gopi promises he'll find a way to

become wealthy and get a property. After spending money, he has no money left to get a property. He and his friend Dev promise him the money in exchange
for a girl. Meanwhile Simran meets a man named Mohan, who promises he'll make her rich. And he does, by marrying her for money. Meanwhile Gopi gets
Simran's father and mother to agree that Simran can marry Gopi, but at that time, Simran is married to Mohan. After marriage, Mohan is revealed to be a

criminal and drags the family into a dangerous situation. Gopi rescues the family. Gopi and Simran still love each other and Gopi begs Simran to return. She
refuses and Gopi realizes that Simran is richer than him, so Gopi promises to win the wealth and property. After getting a property and money, Gopi promises
Simran that they will still love each other and that he'll live with her. But Simran leaves him. Years later Gopi is rich and married to Vimala, a rich lady who is
Simran's mother. Vimala is also in love with Gopi and makes him an offer, that if Gopi wants Simran, then she can live with Vimala. Gopi rejects the offer and
just wants to be with Simran. But Simran never does return. Why she did not return? How did Gopi win the money and property? And who did Simran marry?

Answers to these questions will be found in the movie. Watch Zinda Dil Â»ÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂ c6a93da74d
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